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- Adversarial robustness of deep neural networks is an extensively 
studied problem.  However, defenses in the video domain are less 
explored.

- We propose a novel Over-and-Under complete restoration network for 
Defending against adversarial videos (OUDefend). 

- OUDefend is designed to balance local and global features by 
learning those two representations.

- OUDefend is attached to a target video recognition model as a feature 
restoration block and the entire network is trained end-to-end.

- Experimental results show that the defenses focusing on images may 
be ineffective to videos, while OUDefend enhances robustness 
against different types of adversarial videos, ranging from additive 
attacks, multiplicative attacks to physically realizable attacks.

https://github.com/shaoyuanlo/OUDefend

Experimental Settings

Feature Map Comparison
- Most restoration networks adopt an encoder-decoder architecture that first shrinks spatial 

dimension then expands it back collecting global information but overlooking local details.

- In our method, we propose two branches: an overcomplete branch (Obranch) and an 
undercomplete branch (U-branch).

- In the encoder of O-branch, each convolutional layer is followed by an upsampling layer, 
whereas in the decoder, each convolutional layer is followed by a downsampling layer

- U-branch is a standard encoder-decoder structure with downsampling in the encoder and 
upsampling in the decoder.

- O-branch learns to extract fine details while U-branch learns to extract global information.
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